Is there a toxicological advantage for non-hyperbolic kinetics in cytochrome P450 catalysis? Functional allostery from "distributive catalysis".
The cytochrome P450s (CYPs) are the major enzymatic detoxification and drug metabolism system. Recently, it has become clear that several CYP isoforms exhibit positive and negative homotropic cooperativity. However, the toxicological implications of allosteric kinetics have not been considered, nor understood. The allosteric kinetics are particularly enigmatic in several respects. In many cases, CYPs bioactivate substrates to more toxic products, thus making it difficult to rationalize a functional advantage for positive cooperativity. Also, CYPs exhibit cooperativity with many structurally diverse ligands, in marked contrast to the specificity observed with other allosteric systems. Here, kinetic simulations are used to compare the probabilistic time- and concentration-dependent integrated toxicity function during conversion of substrate to product for CYP models exhibiting Michaelis-Menten (non-cooperative) kinetics, positive cooperativity, or negative cooperativity. The results demonstrate that, at low substrate concentrations, the slower substrate turnover afforded by cooperative CYPs compared with Michaelis-Menten enzymes can be a significant toxicological advantage, when toxic thresholds exist. When present, the advantage results from enhanced "distribution" of toxin in two pools, substrate and product, for an extended period, thus minimizing the chance that either exceeds its toxic threshold. At intermediate concentrations, the allosteric kinetics can be a modest advantage or modest disadvantage, depending on the kinetic parameters. However, at high substrate concentrations associated with a high probability of toxicity, fast turnover is desirable, and this advantage is provided also by the cooperative enzymes. For the positive homotropic cooperativity, the allosteric kinetics minimize the probability of toxicity over the widest range of system parameters. Furthermore, this apparent functional cooperativity is achieved without specific molecular recognition that is the hallmark of "traditional" allostery.